
 

 

 

 

 

Press release 

For immediate release 

Three Canadians in quarterfinals action 

 

Repentigny, August 28th 2019 –The tournament’s fifth day was a rainy one; all matches 

were played indoors at Repentigny’s Recreation Centre. It was a bright day for Canadian 

players, as 3 athletes (2 girls and 1 boy) are heading to the quarter finals. 

On the girls side 

A good start for Canada, as Toronto’s Jada Bui defeated 8th seed Selena Janicijevic 

(FRA) 7-5 and 6-1, allowing her to move on to quarter finals. Ontario’s Ariana Arseneault 

continued her impressive journey by upseting 1st seed Natsumi Kawaguchi (JPN) 6-4, 7-

6 (8). Arseneault admitted that the match was indeed difficult but she believes her 

defensive play was better than her opponent’s and feels quite confident for her next step 

into the competition.  

Canadian Rachel Hanford’s path ended with a 6-2, 6-3 loss to Korean Sohyun Park. As 

for Canadian Marina Stakusic, she was defeated 7-6(6), 7-5 by Spaniard Ane Mintegi Del 

Omo 10. 

On the boys side 

Not as many upsets were recorded in boys action as Belgian Gauthier Onclin 3 won 

against Arthur Cazaux (FRA) 14  in two sets, 6-1, 6-3. Frenchman Valentin Royer 4 is 

still alive as he defeated Italian Matteo Arnaldi 15. Alexander Bernard (USA) was also 

shown the exit door by 13th seed Swiss Leandro Riedi. The only upset came from 

Francesco Maestrelli (ITA) as he defeated Hungarian Peter Makk, 6th seed, in two sets of 

6-2 and 6-3. Canadian Joshua Lapadat continues to impress as he won his third match, 

6-0, 6-1 against Italian Luciano Darderi.  

On the slate tomorrow  

A quarterfinals matchup opposing two Canadians, Jada Bui and Ariana Arseneault, 

promises to be the highlight of the day. Also in action, the final Canadian boys pairing still 

playing, Joshua Lapadat and Ilya Tiraspolky, will try to qualify for the doubles finals. 
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